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Abstract 
The differential operator generated by the Laguerre differential equation 
xy” + (1 + GI - x)y’ + ly = 0 
is considered for all LY both in the classical setting L’(O, co; x’emX) and in the Sobolev space H ‘(0, co; x’+l emX; xaemx). In 
Lz a shifted operator exists for t( < 1, which corresponds to the classic case tl > - 1. In H ‘, we prove that for o! > 0 the 
Laguerre operator, self-adjoint in L*, remains self-adjoint with a restricted domain. For CI < 0 a shifted operator 
corresponds to the case CI > 0, just as in the I,* case. 
Keywords: Laguerre operator; Spectral resolution; Left- and right-definite spaces 
1. Introduction 
It has been known for a considerable time that the Laguerre differential operator 
7!y = [-(x’+le --xy’)’ + x”e-Xy]/(xOLe-“), c( > - 1, 
generates a number of self-adjoint operators on the Hilbert space L2(0, co; x’e-“), and when the 
domain is constrained by the boundary condition 
lim xaeeXy’(x) = 0, 
X-*0 
the eigenfunctions are the Laguerre polynomials {L,!@},“=,. Unanswered is the question of what 
happens in L2(0, co; xaeex) when o! < - 1. Krall[2,3] has showed that the Laguerre polynomials 
remain eigenfunctions provided the problem is set in an indefinite inner product space with 
a regularized distributional inner product, but this still does not answer the question. 
We shall show that the case CI < 1 is equivalent to the case a > - 1 through the transformation 
y(x) = x-=z(x). 
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Once this transformation is made, the spectral theory when CI < 1 follows from the classical results 
for c( > - 1. When - 1 < cc < 1, there are, in fact, two resolutions of the Laguerre operator e which 
involve directly the Laguerre polynomials. (There are infinitely many different operators, 
- 1 -C a < 1. Each has its domain determined by singular boundary conditions at 0.) 
Specifically, we show: 
(1) If 9(x) E L2(0, co; x’e-*), a < 1, then the spectral resolution associated with the shifted 
Laguerre equation is given by 
m {x-“L:-,-“‘(x)) m 
P-(x) = 1 
m=O m!r(m - a + 1) s 
{vl-“L~“‘(q))~(~)r”e-“dvl, a < 1. 
0 
This expansion, which involves Laguerre polynomials in a new way, is new. 
(2) In comparison, if F(x) E L2(0, co;x’e-“), a > -1, then the spectral resolution associated 
with the classical Laguerre equation is 
This, of course, is well known. 
The problems described above are called right-definite, since if the equation &y =fis multiplied 
by xoLeexZ, and integration is performed over (0, co) the result 
s 
m [ -(x’+i ePXy’)‘Z + (x”e-“)y?] dx = 
0 s 
om f?xaemxdx 
exhibits the inner product generating L2(0, 00;x”e-~) on the right side. 
The left side of the equation above also generates a setting in which L may be examined. If the 
first term is integrated by parts and the boundary terms vanish, the result 
s 
a, [(x”’ e-“)y’Z’ + (x”e-“)y?] dx 
0 
generates a Sobolev space H1(O,~;xa+le-x;xdLe-x), involving not only y and z, but their 
derivatives. We shall show that the expression & also generates self-adjoint operators in H ‘, which 
are closely related to the operators in L 2, but with some differences: In the left-definite case, the 
Laguerre operators are shown to be self-adjoint when a < 0 (not a c l), and a > - 1. It is also 
shown that the spectra for both the shifted, CI < 0, and the classical, CI > - 1, Laguerre equations are 
discrete, {n - cc + l}$o and {n + l)zEo, with eigenfunctions {x-~L,!-“‘(x)},“=~ and (L,!@‘(x)),“=,, 
respectively. Finally, we show that the spectral resolutions from L2(0, c~;x~e-~) hold in the new 
space H’(0, co;xa+le-X,xae-x) as well. 
2. The Laguerre operators under the right-definite norm 
A study of the Laguerre’s equation in the right-definite case in L2(0, GO; xoL eeX) with a > - 1 can 
be found in [S]. It is either limit circle or limit point at 0, always limit point at co. We note, 
however, that the analysis of Titchmarsh is essentially “classical” with no reference to the operator 
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theoretic concepts. Furthermore Titchmarsh’s analysis fails when a < - 1 because L:‘(x) is not in 
L’(O, co;xae-X). 
Theorem 2.1. The cases a > - 1 and M < 1 are equivalent under the transformation 
y(x) = x-az(x). 
Proof. Let y(x) = X-a~(~). Then the derivatives are 
y’(x) = x_(Iz’(x) - ctX-a- lz(x), 
y”(X) = X_QZ”(X) - 2ax-“-‘z’(x) + cI(c( + l)x-“-2z(x). 
Substituting these in the Laguerre differential equation and simplifying, we get 
xz”+(l -lX-x)z’+(1+a)z=O, a< 1. 
Leta=-j?anda+A=p.Thenwehave 
xz” + (1 + p - x)z’ + pz = 0, 
wherefi>-1. 0 
Definition 2.2. We call the equation xy” + (1 + a - x)y’ + ly = 0, where CC > - 1, the classical 
Laguerre equation. 
Definition 2.3. We call the equation xz” + (1 - a - x)z’ + (A + a)z = 0, where a < 1, the shifted 
Laguerre equation. 
Note that this corresponds to the equation xz” + (1 + fi - x)z’ + ,UZ = 0, where p > - 1. 
First, the classical Laguerre equation is considered. The boundary condition at 0, for the classical 
Laguerre equation, can be found using Wronskian limits. At cc the limit point case always holds, 
and so no boundary condition is required (it is automatic). 
Definition 2.4. Let DL, denote those functions y with the following properties: 
(1) y is in L’(O, oo;xae-“). 
(2) ly = [ -(x’+l e-“y’)‘]/x”e-” exists a.e. and is in L2(0, oo; x”epX). 
(3) -lim,,O x’+l e-“y’(x) = 0, CI > - 1. 
We define the operator Lc by setting LCy = 1~ for all y in DL,. 
The boundary condition lim,,O x’+l ePX y’(x) = 0 for the classical Laguerre equation is auto- 
matically satisfied if CI > 1. 
Theorem 2.5. Lc is self-adjoint. 
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Theorem 2.6. If F(x) is in L2(0, 00; xaePx) and y is in DLC, then the spectral resolutions of the 
classical Laguerre equation are given by 
(Lc-J_)-V= f 1 
L?‘(x) m 
.=,n-iXn!T(n+a+l) o s 
L,%M’(rl)$e-‘W, 
where a > - 1. 
Now we consider the shifted Laguerre equation. Titchmarsh’s analysis fails when the parameter 
Q < - 1 because L:‘(x) is not in L2. Similarly the boundary condition at 0, for the shifted Laguerre 
equation, when fi > - 1 (this corresponds to CI -C l), can be found using Wronskian limits. 
Definition 2.7. Let Dt, denote those functions z with the following properties: 
(1) z is in L2(0 cO;xPe-“) 
(2) lz = [-(xb’le-Xzf)f];x~e-x exists a.e. and is in L’(O, co;xSePX). 
(3) -lim,,o x8+’ e -“z’(x) = 0, p > - 1. 
We define the operator zs by setting L”sz = lz for all z in Dt,. 
We recall that z(x) = x”y(x) and z’(x) = x”y’(x) + OX-~ y(x), so the boundary condition 
-lim,,oxS+le -“z’(x) = 0 is equivalent to 
- lim e-“[xy’(x) + ccy(x)] = 0. 
x+m 
Therefore we can restate the last definition. 
Definition 2.8. Let DL, denote those functions y with the following properties: 
(1) y is in L2(0, cO;xOLePX). 
(2) ly = C-(x’+’ e-xy’)‘]/x”e-” exists a.e. and is in L2(0, oo;x’e-X). 
(3) -lim,,o ewX [xy’(x) + ay(x)] = 0, c( < 1. 
We define the operator LS by setting LSy = ly for all y in DL,. 
At cc the limit point case always holds, and so no boundary condition is required. 
The condition lim,,o xs+l e-“z’(x) = 0 (or lim,,oe-X [xy’(x) + ccy(x)] = 0) for the shifted 
Laguerre equation is automatically satisfied if fi > 1 (or a < - 1). 
Theorem 2.9. LS is selfadjoint. 
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Theorem 2.10. IfF(x) is in L2(0, 00; xa epx) and z is in DLs, then the spectral resolutions of the shifted 
Laguerre equation when a < 1 are given by 
{x-“L:-;“‘(x)} ‘X3 
F(x) = c, m! r(m - a + 1) s o {vl-QL~-abl)(~)}~((r)rOLe-9dy, 
{x-“L;-a”‘(x)} m 
Lsz= f (m-~)mrL-(m_,+l) m=O s 
(n-“Li-l;“‘(n)} z(vl)n”e-WY o 
(Ls-2)-V= f l 
{x-“L:-a-“‘(x)} m 
,,,m-a-iXm!T(m-cc+l) 0 s 
{r-“L~-~Gl’(rl)}~((YI)YIae-9dr]. 
These expansions which follow from the classical Laguerre expansions and also involve Laguerre 
polynomials are new. 
3. The Laguerre operators under the left-definite energy norm 
Left-definite, or energy norm, settings for ordinary boundary value problems appeared first in an 
article [6] by Weyl in 1910. 
They are useful in deriving information concerning convergence of eigenfunction expansions not 
only for arbitrary elements in L2(a, b; w), the traditional setting, but also for their derivatives in 
natural H’(a, b; p, q) setting. 
There has always been difficulty in showing that in the left-definite setting the differential 
operator remains self-adjoint, and it was not until Krall [4] that the necessary extended Green’s 
formulas were found which allowed self-adjointness to be proved in the regular case. 
We adapt the theory of the regular left-definite boundary value problems to the Laguerre 
equations. One immediate difficulty encountered is that not all elements are in 
H1(O,co;x”+le-“,x”e-” ). Therefore we examine asymptotic forms of solutions to determine 
which are. By Frobenius’ method, we find that 
Yl(4 = 1, Y2N = X-a, 
I 
Y;(x) = - a+l’ Y;(x) 
x --c(x-a-l, 
as x + 0. 
It is easy to show that near 0 when a > 1 only y,(x) is in Hi. When 0 < a < 1, only y,(x) is in H’. 
When - 1 < cc < 0 both y,(x) and y2(x) are in HI. When c( < - 1 only y2(x) is in HI. Therefore we 
make the following definitions for the classical and the shifted Laguerre equations in 
H’(0, co;x”fle-X,xae-x ) which are similar to those in L’(O, 00;x~e-~). 
Definition 3.1. We call the equation xy” + (1 + a - x)y’ + ly = 0, where a > - 1, the classical 
Laguerre equation in H ‘(0, co; xoL+ ’eWX, xaeex). 
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Definition 3.2. We call the equation xz” + (1 - a - x)z’ + (A + a)z = 0, where o! < 0, the shifted 
Laguerre equation in Hl(O,co;x~+‘e-“,x”e-“). 
This corresponds to the equation xz” + (1 + fi - x)z’ + ,uz = 0, where fi > 0. 
The key to extending the L’(O, co;xLxe-X) theory of the Laguerre operator into 
H’(0, ~~;x@+~e-~,x~e-~) is an extension of the traditional Green’s formulas. In order to consider 
these extensions, we have to show that in the Green’s formulas the boundary terms vanish in both 
the classical Laguerre and the shifted Laguerre equations. 
First, we consider the classical Laguerre equation. 
Theorem 3.3. If y satisfies 
_(~~+‘e-~ y’)’ + xaepxy = x”e-“F, c( > - 1, 
lim x’+ 1 e-“y’(x) = 0, 
X-*0 
and y andfare in H’(0, co;x” e-X,xae-X), then limXho xa+l ePXy’(x)f(x) = 0. 
Proof. If we solve the nonhomogeneous equation 
_ (xa+‘emX y’)’ + x”ePXy = x’lewXF, a > - 1, 
subject to the constraint lim,,o x”+ ’ e-“y’(x) = 0, variation of parameters yields 
where co(x) z yl(x) is in L’(O, l;xae-7, V&(X) 25 ~~(4 is in L2(1,co;xae-“), and 
“#- = xa+ 1 e-x [$olc/k - $h$m] is constant. 
We also have 
which satisfies lim,,o xa+ ’ e-“y’(x) = 0. N ear x = 0, the derivative becomes 
y'(x) x ax-OL- l 
Since near x = 0, the first term of the above approximation is 
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and the second term becomes 
z h( j; (-“dc)L/2 E ~x(-a+‘)i2, 
then we find that y’(x) z /cx(-“-~)~~. 
Now letfbe in H’(0, co3;xa+’ e-X,x”e-X). Then xax+l e-xlf’(2 is integrable. This implies that 
X a+1 epxlf’12 < $, 
x(‘x+ 1)/Z e-w If’1 < kx- 1’2, 
If’1 < kx-“‘2- l, 
and 
IfI < kx-d2. 
Putting the two estimates together, we have 
Ix a+1 e-~yyx)f(x)l < kXa+lX(-a-l)/2X-d2 z kxl/2, 
which has limit 0 as x + 0. 0 
Theorem 3.4. Zf y satisfies -(x’+’ e-,y’)’ + xaevXy = xaemxF, o! > -1, and y and f are in 
H l(O, 00; x’+ ’ evX, xaevX), then lim,,, x’+ ’ e-“y’(x)f(x) = 0. 
Proof. This follows easily from the work of Everitt and Wray [l]. 0 
In order to proceed further, we make the following definitions. 
Definition 3.5. We denote by Bz, those functions y in H’ satisfying: 
(1) y is absolutely continuous on every closed subinterval of [0, co). 
(2) x’+’ eeX y’(x) is absolutely continuous on every closed subinterval of [0, co). 
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(3) ly = [-(xa+le-xy’)’ + x”e-xy]/xae-x, CI > -1, is in Hi. 
(4) lim,,, xa+i e -“y’(x) = 0, tl > - 1. 
We denote by 9c the differential operator defined by setting Ycy = ly for all y in ~2~~. 
Note there is an extra term, xaewxy, in the expression 1. 
Theorem 3.6. Let y, z be in BYC. The extended Green’sjrst formula for a > - 1 is given by 
s 
Om (_Ycy)Zx”e-“dx = SI [(xa+iePx)y’2 + (x”e-X)yFJdx 
0 
or, in the notation of inner products, (5&y, Z)~Z = (y, z)n~. 
The extended Green’s second formula for a > - 1 is given by 
s 
m [(%y)Z - y(YcZ)]xae-xdx = 0 
0 
or (_%Y,z)~z - (y, Zcz)L~ = 0. We already know this since H 1 c L2 and in some sense 2Zc c Lc. 
The extended Green’s third formula for a > - 1 is given by 
s 
a, (9cy)(S?cF)x”e-“dx = 
0 s 
a, [x’+l e-“y’(YcZ)’ + x’e-“y(&Z)] dx 
0 
or (-ZCY, =.%z)L~ = (Y, =%z)n~. 
Let y and z be in ByCkpc) then the extended Green’s fourth formula for a > - 1 is given by 
s 
m cxa+l e-X (Zcy)‘? + x”e-“(%y)Z] dx 
0 
= 
s 
m [x’+’ ePxy’(_Yc2) + x”e-Xy(5?cZ)] dx 
0 
01 <=%Ypz)H1 = <yT=%z)H1. 
Proof. To show the first formula, insert the expression which is Ycy and integrate by parts. The 
limits at 0 and + co vanish by Theorems 3.3 and 3.4. 
The second follows from the first formula by interchanging y and z and subtracting. We already 
know this since H’ c L2, and in some sense 2’c c Le. 
The third is found by replacing z by L&z. In the first formula replace z by L&z. 
The fourth is found by again interchanging y and z, this time in the third formula, and 
subtract. 0 
Theorem 3.7. LZc is densely defined in H ‘(0, co;xa’ 1 e-“,x”e-“) and is symmetric. 
Proof. C,“, functions over [0, co) are in 9 YC. These are clearly dense. The extended Green’s fourth 
formula shows that 9, is symmetric. lJ 
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Theorem 3.8. The spectrum of P’o is discrete, consisting of { n + l>p= 0. The associated eigenfunctions 
are {L:)(x)},“= 0, the classical Laguerre polynomials. 
Proof. Green’s first formula shows that 
IIy,II~1 = (y,,y.> = Uy,,y,) = (0 + 1Hl~,llt~ = n + 1. 
Hence the normalized eigenfunctions in H’(0, a~;x’+l ewX,x”ePX), when a > - 1, are 
{L~‘(x)/JG3},“=o. 0 
Theorem 3.9. The resolvent operator (_5$ - A)- ’ exists if A # n + 1, where n = 0, 1,2,. . . , and is 
a bounded operator. If A is real, then (PC - A)-’ is a bounded, self-adjoint operator. In particular, if 
A = 0, 2; ’ exists as a bounded, selfadjoint operator in H ’ (0, co; xa+ ’ eeX, xa ePX). 
Proof. Just as in L2(0, cx~;x~e-~), if (.Yc - 1)~ = F and F is arbitrary in the space 
H’(0, cO;xa+‘e-“,x”e-“), then 
where G(il, x, 5) is the Green’s function and (( go (IL2 < 1. 
Let A = 0. Then Green’s first formula shows that II y, /;I = (sty, y), substituting Ycy = F, we 
find 
2 II~O~IIH d II~lIL211~0~IIL2 
and 
and 
II30 llHL d II 30 11;" d 1. 
So so is bounded on H’(0, ~;xa+le-x,xae-x). 
We delay temporarily the proof of the statements concerning (Yc - A)- l. 0 
Theorem 3.10. LZc is a positive, self-adjoint operator on gYC c H ‘, with inverse go. 
Proof. From the fourth Green’s formula we see that _Yc is symmetric. It has equal deficiency 
indices. Since its range is all of H1 (0, CCI; x”+ ’ ePx, xa eeX ), it is maximally extended. Therefore it is 
self-adjoint. 0 
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The following spectral resolutions hold: 
Theorem 3.11. ZfF 6 H’(0, aO;x”+‘e-“,x”e-“), and y E gYc, then 
F = f’ (F, Lf’(x)/,/ns1) (Lf’(x)/Jn+l), 
n=O 
L%y = f (n + l)(y,Ll”‘(x)/Jn+l)(L$)(x)lJn+l), 
n=O 
(=--lF=ngo(n+:)_I (F, Ll”b/Jn+l> (Li%lJln+l), 
where a > -1. 
The statements concerning (_Yc - A)-’ follow from its spectral resolution. Although these 
formulas are well known, the H’ setting is new. 
To look at the shifted Laguerre equation with CI < 0, we recall that if yl and y2 are in 
H’(0, CO;X’+~ emX,xaemx), then 
(Yl>Y2)W = 
s 
m [xoL+le-X y;j$ + xae-Xyly2] dx. 
0 
Integration by parts and transformation y(x) = x-‘z(x) gives 
s O” [Xa+’ e-“y;y; + xaeexylj2] dx 0 
= [xea+l e -“z; 5; + (1 - a)x-ae-xzl F2] dx - a(x-“le-xzl Z2)lz, (3.1) 
where o! < 0. 
Now we have to show that 
lim x-“e-“zl(x)Z2(x) = 0 
X-*0 
and 
lim x-“e-“zl(x)Y2(x) = 0. 
*-*CC 
Theorem 3.12. Let lim,,, xma+’ e-Xz’(x) = 0 and lim,,o x-ae-Xz2(x) = k, tl < 0. Then k = 0. 
Proof. We assume that k # 0. Then we have lim,,, x -a/2z(x) = 4 # 0. Further we know that 
-& < x-a+lz’(x)/x-aI2 z(x) < E, if x is sufficiently small. Thus --EX a/2- ’ < z’(x)/z(x). Integrating 
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from x to c, 0 < x < c, gives 
-+“/2 - p/2) 
al2 
< In Iz(c)l - In Iz(x)I. 
Multiplying both sides of the above inequality by 2, we have 
In Iz(x)l’ < 21n Iz(c)l + $(c’~~ - x”/~). (3.2) 
On the other hand we know that 
lnx-” = -alnx. 
Adding inequality (3.2) and equality (3.3) gives 
lnx-“lz(x)12 < 2lnIz(c)I + $(c”/~ -x”“) - cclnx. 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Let x + 0. Then 2 In Iz(c)l is fixed. The second term of inequality (3.4) equals (~E/cz)c~~~. But the third 
term approaches - co, as does the fourth. 
Thus lim,,O x-‘z2(x) = eem = 0. This is a contradiction. Therefore k = 0. 0 
Theorem 3.13. If a < 0, then lim,,, x-“e-“zI(x)F2(x) = 0. 
Proof. At co, since the integrals in (3.1) converge by assumption, 
lim xa e-“yI (x)y2(x) 
X-rco 
or 
lim x-“e-xzI(x)Z2(x) 
X’ca 
exists. Suppose lim,,, x-“e -“zI(x)Z2(x) # 0. Then we have 
lim x-“e-xz,(x)52(x) = k 
x+* 
and 
Is 
m 
-0 x e -“zI(x)Z2(x)dx + 00, 
0 
asx+cc. 
This is a contradiction. Therefore limX+a, x-“e-“zI(x)~2(x) = 0. 0 
We are now ready to exhibit the extended Green’s formulas for the shifted Laguerre operator. 
Definition 3.14. We denote by Qp, those functions z in H’ satisfying: 
(1) z is absolutely continuous on every closed subinterval of [0, co). 
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(2) xs+leeX ’ z (x) is absolutely continuous on every closed subinterval of [0, co). 
(3) 12 = [-(xB+le-Xz’)’ + (1 + p)xpe-Xz]/xpe-X, /? > 0, is in HI. 
(4) lim,+ x0+’ eCXz’(x) = 0, p > 0. 
We denote by 9s the differential operator defined by setting L&Z = lz for all z in $9~~. 
The last definition can be restated. 
Definition 3.15. We denote by LSSS those functions y in H’ satisfying: 
(1) y is absolutely continuous on every closed subinterval of [0, co). 
(2) x=+l e-“y’(x) is absolutely continuous on every closed subinterval of [0, co). 
(3) ly = [-(x’+’ ePXy’)’ + xae-Xy]/xae-X, a < 0, is in H’. 
(4) lim,,O emX [xy’(x) + &Y(X)] = 0, U < 0. 
We denote by 9s the differential operator defined by setting Ysy = ly for all y in gTS. 
Theorem 3.16. Let y and z be in gYS. The extended Green’s first formula for a < 0 is given by 
s 
0m (_&y)5x’e-“dx = jrn [(x’+‘e-“)y’Z’ + (x”e-“)yZ] dx 
0 
or, in the notation of inner products, (&y, Z)~Z = (y, z)n~. 
The extended Green’s second formula for a < 0 is given by 
s m [(&y)Z - y(9sZ)]x”e-xdx = 0 0 
or G&Y, 41.z - (Y, Z&2 = 0. 
The extended Green’s third formula for a < 0 is given by 
s 
m (Ysy)(YsZ)xa ePx dx = co [x’+ ’ e-Xy’(_Y$Z)’ + xoL e-“y(_YsZ)] dx 
0 s 0 
or b%Y~=%~h'= (Y~~s~)H'~ 
The extended Green’s fourth formula for a < 0 is given by 
s 
m CXa+l e-X (L&y)‘? + xae-X(Ysy)z] dx 
0 
= 
1 
m cxoI+l e-x y’(S’sZ)’ + xaewxy(Ys5)] dx 
0 
or <=%w)H' = <y?=%z)H'. 
The limit at 0 and + co, in these formulas, is zero according to Theorems 3.12 and 3.13. 
Theorem 3.17. 9. is densely defined in H'(0, 00; xa+’ e-X,xLle-X) and is symmetric. 
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Theorem 3.18. The spectrum of 9s is discrete, consisting of {n - CI + l},“=,-,. The associated eigen- 
functions are {x -“L,!-“‘(x)},“= 0, the shifted Laguerre polynomials. 
Note that the normalized eigenfunctions in H’(0, co; xa+’ e-*,~~e-~), when the parameter 
a < 0, are {x-“L~~“‘(x)/JkZZZ}~~,. 
Theorem 3.19. The resolvent operator (YS - A)-’ exists if A # n - ct + 1, n = 0,1,2, . . . , and is 
a bounded operator. If 1 is real, then (Y, - A)-’ is a bounded, self-adjoint operator. In particular, if 
1 = 0, Pi 1 exists as a bounded, self-adjoint operator in H ‘(0, GO; x”+ ’ eex, xa eeX). 
Theorem 3.20. & is a positive, self-adjoint operator on gzS c H ‘. 
The following spectral resolutions hold: 
Theorem 3.21. If 9 ??H’(0, ~;xOL+le-“,x”e-“), and y E gYS, then 
9 = “f& (~,x-.L~-a)(x)/~~)(x-.L~-a)(x)/~~), 
Ysy= f (n-a+l)(y,x-’ L;-“‘(x)/Jn-cc+l)(x-@L;-“‘(x)/&zi), 
n=O 
where CI < 0. 
Not only are the expansions new, the setting in H 1 is also new. 
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